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We consider the renormalization of the Fayet-Iliopoulos D term in a softly broken supersymmetric gauge
theory with a nonsimple gauge group containing an Abelian factor, and present the associated b function
through three loops. We also include in an appendix the result for several Abelian factors. We specialize to the
case of the minimal supersymmetric standard model, and investigate the behavior of the Fayet-Iliopoulos
coupling j for various boundary conditions at the unification scale. We focus particularly on the case of
nonstandard soft supersymmetry breaking couplings, for which j evolves significantly between the unification
scale and the weak scale.
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In Abelian gauge theories with N51 supersymmetry
there exists a possible invariant that is not allowed in the
non-Abelian case: the Fayet-Iliopoulos D term:
L5jE V~x ,u ,u¯ ! d4u5jD~x !. ~1.1!
In previous papers @1,2# we have discussed the renormaliza-
tion of j in the presence of the standard soft supersymmetry-
breaking terms
LSB52~m2! i
jf if j
2S 16 hi jkf if jfk1 12 bi jf if j1 12 Mll1H.c.D .
~1.2!
The result for bj is as follows:
bj5
bg
g j1b
ˆ
j ~1.3!
where bˆ j is determined by V-tadpole ~or in components
D-tadpole! graphs, and is independent of j . Although in
Refs. @1,2# we restricted ourselves to the Abelian case, it is
evident that a D term can occur with a direct product gauge
group (G1 ^ G2) if there is an Abelian factor: as is the
case for the minimal supersymmetric standard model
~MSSM!. In the MSSM context one may treat j as a free
parameter at the weak scale @3#, in which case there is no
need to know bˆ j . However, if we know j at gauge unifica-
tion, for example, then we need bˆ j to predict j at low ener-
gies. Our purpose in this paper is first of all to give the result
for bˆ j through three loops for a general direct product gauge
group. For simplicity of exposition, we restrict ourselves in
the main body of the paper to the case of one Abelian factor,
postponing the more general result ~which is complicated by
the possibility of ‘‘kinetic mixing’’ @4# between different
Abelian factors! to an appendix. We shall then specialize to
the case of the MSSM, and perform some running analyses0556-2821/2001/63~7!/075010~10!/$20.00 63 0750to determine the size of j(M Z) for various choices of bound-
ary conditions at the unification scale M X .
II. GENERAL CASE
First of all, for completeness and to establish the notation,
let us recapitulate the standard results for supersymmetric
theory. We take an N51 supersymmetric gauge theory with
gauge group PaGa and with superpotential
W~F!5
1
6 Y
i jkF iF jFk1
1
2 m
i jF iF j . ~2.1!
We will be assuming here that the gauge group has one Abe-
lian factor, which we shall take to be G1. We shall denote the
hypercharge matrix for G1 by Y. At one loop we have
16p2bga
(1)5ga
3 Qa5ga3 @T~Ra!23C~Ga!# , ~2.2a!
16p2g (1)i j5Pi j5
1
2 Y
iklY jkl22(
a
ga
2 @C~Ra!# i j , ~2.2b!
where Ra is the group representation for Ga acting on the
chiral fields, C(Ra) the corresponding quadratic Casimir,
and T(Ra)5(ra)21Tr@C(Ra)# , ra being the dimension of
Ga . For the adjoint representation, C(Ra)5C(Ga)Ia ,
where Ia is the ra3ra unit matrix. Note that T(R1)
5Tr@Y 2# , @C(R1)# i j5(Y 2) i j . At two loops we have
~16p2!2bga
(2)52ga
5 C~Ga!Qa22ga3 ra21Tr@PC~Ra!#
~2.3a!
~16p2!2g (2)i j5F2Y jmnY mpi22(
a
ga
2 C~Ra!p jd inGPnp
12(
a
ga
4 C~Ra! i jQa . ~2.3b!
For completeness and later reference, we also quote here the
general result for bga
DRED(3)
, which is a straightforward gen-
eralization of the result of Ref. @5#:©2001 The American Physical Society10-1
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DRED(3)53ra
21ga
3 Y ikmY jknPnmC~Ra! j i16ra
21ga
3 (
b
gb
2 Tr@PC~Ra!C~Rb!#1ra
21ga
3 Tr@P2C~Ra!#
26ra
21ga
3 (
b
Qbgb4 Tr@C~Ra!C~Rb!#24ra21ga5 C~Ga!Tr@PC~Ra!#1ga7 QaC~Ga!@4C~Ga!2Qa# . ~2.4!We recall that gauge anomaly cancellation requires
Tr@YC~Ra!#50 ~2.5!
and naturalness ~or cancellation of U1-gravitational anoma-
lies! requires
Tr@Y#50. ~2.6!
The diagrams contributing to bˆ j through three loops for a
general non-simple gauge group are essentially the same as
those depicted for the pure Abelian case in Ref. @2#, but
reinterpreting internal gauge and gaugino propagators as07501ranging over all gauge groups in the direct product. Potential
new 3-loop graphs ~involving a 3-point gauge vertex or a
gauge-gaugino vertex! give contributions which vanish due
to anomaly cancellation such as C(Ga)Tr@YC(Ra)#. It is
then relatively easy to generalize the Abelian result to the
general case. We find
16p2bˆ j
(1)52g1Tr@Ym2# ~2.7!
16p2bˆ j
(2)524g1Tr@Ym2g (1)# ,
~2.8!~16p2!3
bˆ j
(3)DRED8
g1
526~16p2!2Tr@Ym2g (2)#24Tr@YWP#252Tr@YHH
†#12Tr@YP2m2#224z~3 !(
a
ga
2 Tr@YWC~Ra!#
112z~3 !(
a
ga
2 Tr@YM a*HC~Ra!1c.c.#296z~3 !(
a ,b
ga
2 gb
2 M aM a*Tr@YC~Ra!C~Rb!#224z~3 !
3H(
a ,b
ga
2 gb
2 M aM b*Tr@YC~Ra!C~Rb!#1c.c.J ~2.9!where @6#
Wi j5S 12 Y 2m21 12 m2Y 21h2D
i
j
12Y ipqY jpr~m2!rq
28(
b
gb
2 M bM b*C~Rb! i j , ~2.10!
Hi j5hiklY jkl14(
b
gb
2 M b@C~Rb!# i j ~2.11!
with (Y 2) i j5Y iklY jkl , (h2) i j5hiklh jkl . These results are
computed using the DRED8 scheme, which is a variant of the
dimensional reduction scheme ~DRED! defined so as to en-
sure that b functions for physical couplings have no depen-
dence on the e-scalar mass @7#. Most of the terms in Eq. ~2.9!
correspond in a simple way to the analogous terms in Eq.
~5.2! of Ref. @2#, the only subtle point being the M M*g4
terms, where one sees easily that only in the case of Fig.
15~e! of @2# can the two gaugino masses belong to differentgauge groups (Ga). Thus the last term in Eq. ~2.9! and the
M M*g4 terms from the terms involving H come entirely
from this particular figure.
It was proved in Ref. @1# in the pure Abelian case that if
the m2 dependence in bˆ j takes the form Tr@m2A# , then we
have
Tr@YA#52
bg1
g1
2 . ~2.12!
It is easy to see that the proof extends to the direct product
case, and indeed we can check Eq. ~2.12! explicitly using
Eqs. ~2.7!–~2.9! and ~2.2a!, ~2.3a! and ~2.4!.
III. MSSM
We now specialize to the case of the MSSM. The relevant
part of the MSSM superpotential is
W5H2tcY tQ1H1bcY bQ1H1tcY tL ~3.1!
where Y t , Y b , Y t are 333 Yukawa flavor matrices.
The gauge b functions are given at one loop by0-2
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3
, ~3.2!
where
b15 335 , b251, b3523, ~3.3!
and our U1 coupling normalization corresponds to the usual
one such that g1
25 53 (g8)2. For the anomalous dimensions of
the chiral superfields we have, at one loop,
16p2g tc
(1)
5Ptc52Y tY t
†22Ctc,
16p2gbc
(1)
5Pbc52Y bY b
†22Cbc,
16p2gQ
(1)5PQ5Y b
†Y b1Y t
†Y t22CQ ,
16p2gtc
(1)
5Ptc52Y tY t
†22Ctc,
16p2gL
(1)5PL5Y t
†Y t22CL ,
16p2gH1
(1)5PH15Tr@Y t
†Y t13Y b
†Y b#22CL,
16p2gH2
(1)5PH253Tr@Y t
†Y t#22CL , ~3.4!
where
Ctc5 43 g3
21 415 g1
2
,
Cbc5 43 g3
21 115 g1
2
,
CQ5 43 g3
21 34 g2
21 160 g1
2
,
Ctc5 35 g1
2
,
CL5 34 g2
21 320 g1
2
. ~3.5!
At two loops @8# the anomalous dimensions are given by
~16p2!2g tc
(2)
522Y t~PQ1PH2!Y t
†22PtcCtc
12~ 415 b1g1
41 43 b3g3
4!, ~3.6a!
~16p2!2gbc
(2)
522Y b~PQ1PH1!Y b
†
22PbcCbc12~ 115 b1g1
41 43 b3g3
4!,
~3.6b!
~16p2!2gQ
(2)52Y t
†~Ptc1PH2!Y t2Y b
†~Pbc1PH1!Y b
22PQCQ12~ 160 b1g1
41 34 b2g2
4
1 43 b3g3
4!, ~3.6c!
~16p2!2gtc
(2)
522Y t~PL1PH1!Y t
†
22PtcCtc1 65 b1g1
4
, ~3.6d!07501~16p2!2gL
(2)52Y t
†@Ptc1PH1#Y t22PLCL1
3
10 b1g1
4
1 32 b2g2
4
, ~3.6e!
~16p2!2gH1
(2)523Tr@Y bPQY b
†1Y b
†PbcY b#
2Tr@Y tPQY t
†1Y t
†PtcY t#22CLPH1
1 310 b1g1
41 32 b2g2
4
, ~3.6f!
~16p2!2gH2
(2)523Tr@Y tPQY t
†1Y t
†PtcY t#22CLPH2
1 310 b1g1
41 32 b2g2
4
. ~3.6g!
We now turn to the soft couplings. The quantities W and H
defined in Eqs. ~2.10!, ~2.11! are given by
Wtc5~2mtc
2
14mH2
2 !Y tY t
†14Y tmQ
2 Y t
†
12Y tY t
†mtc
2
14htht
†28Ctc
M M
,
Wbc5~2mbc
2
14mH1
2 !Y bY b
†14Y bmQ
2 Y b
†12Y bY b
†mbc
2
14hbhb
†28Cbc
M M
,
WQ5~mQ
2 12mH2
2 !Y t
†Y t1~mQ
2 12mH1
2 !Y b
†Y b1@Y t
†Y t
1Y b
†Y b#mQ
2 12Y t
†mtc
2 Y t12Y b
†mbc
2 Y b12ht
†ht
12hb
†hb28CQ
M M
,
Wtc5~2mtc
2
14mH1
2 !Y tY t
†14Y tmL
2Y t
†12Y tY t
†mtc
2
14htht
†28Ctc
M M
,
WL5~mL
212mH1
2 !Y t
†Y t12Y t
†mtc
2 Y t1Y t
†Y tmL
212ht
†ht
28CL
M M
,
WH15Tr@6~mH1
2 1mQ
2 !Y b
†Y b16mbc
2 Y bY b
†
12~mH1
2 1mL
2 !Y t
†Y t12Y t
†mtc
2 Y t
16hb
†hb12ht
†ht#28CL
M M
,
WH256Tr@~mH2
2 1mQ
2 !Y t
†Y t1mtc
2 Y tY t
†1ht
†ht#28CL
M M
,
~3.7!
where
Ctc
M M
5 43 uM 3u2g3
21 415 uM 1u2g1
2
,
Cbc
M M
5 43 uM 3u2g3
21 115 uM 1u2g1
2
,
CQ
M M5 43 uM 3u2g3
21 34 uM 2u2g2
21 160 uM 1u2g1
2
,
Ctc
M M
5 35 uM 1u2g1
2
,
CL
M M5 34 uM 2u2g2
21 320 uM 1u2g1
2 ~3.8!0-3
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Htc54htY t
†14Ctc
M
,
Hbc54hbY b
†14Cbc
M
,
HQ52~Y t
†ht1Y b
†hb!14CQ
M
,
Htc54htY t
†14Ctc
M
,
HL52Y t
†ht14CL
M
,
HH15Tr@6Y b
†hb1Y t
†ht#14CL
M
,
HH256Tr@Y t
†ht#14CL
M
, ~3.9!
where
Ctc
M
5 43 M 3g3
21 415 M 1g1
2
,
Cbc
M
5 43 M 3g3
21 115 M 1g1
2
,
CQ
M5 43 M 3g3
21 34 M 2g2
21 160 M 1g1
2
,
Ctc
M
5 35 M 1g1
2
,
CL
M5 34 M 2g2
21 320 M 1g1
2
. ~3.10!
With all these subsidiary definitions we can now give the
results for bˆ j up to three loops. We have
16p2bˆ j
(1)52A 35 g1Tr@mQ2 2mL222mtc2
1mbc
2
1mtc
2
2mH1
2 1mH2
2 # ~3.11!
~16p2!2bˆ j
(2)524A 35 g1Tr~mQ2 PQ2mL2 PL
22mtc
2 Ptc1mbc
2 Pbc1mtc
2 Ptc
2mH1
2 PH11mH2
2 PH2! ~3.12!
~16p2!3bˆ j
(3)5A 35 g1@26~16p2!2bj1
(3)
24bj2
(3)2 52 bj3
(3)
12bj4
(3)1z~3 !~224bj5
(3)
112bj6
(3)296bj7
(3)248bj8
(3)!# , ~3.13!
where
bj1
(3)5Tr~mQ
2 gQ
(2)2mL
2gL
(2)22mtc
2 g tc
(2)
1mbc
2 gbc
(2)
1mtc
2 gtc
(2)
2mH1
2 gH1
(2)1mH2
2 gH2
(2)!,
bj2
(3)5Tr~WQPQ2WLPL22WtcPtc1WbcPbc
1WtcPtc2WH1PH11WH2PH2!,07501bj3
(3)5Tr~HQ
† HQ2HL
†HL22Htc
† Htc1Hbc
† Hbc
1Htc
† Htc2HH1
† HH11HH2
† HH2!,
bj4
(3)5Tr~mQ
2 PQ
2 2mL
2 PL
222mtc
2 Ptc
2
1mbc
2 Pbc
2
1mtc
2 Ptc
2
2mH1
2 PH1
2 1mH2
2 PH2
2 !,
bj5
(3)5Tr~WQCQ2WLCL22WtcCtc1WbcCbc
1WtcCtc2WH1CL1WH2CL!,
bj6
(3)5Tr~HQCQ
M*2HLCL
M*22HtcCtc
M*
1HbcCbc
M*1HtcCtc
M*2HH1CL
M*
1HH2CL
M*!1c.c.,
bj7
(3)53~CQ
M MCQ2CL
M MCL22Ctc
M MCtc
1Cbc
M MCbc1Ctc
M MCtc!
bj8
(3)53~ uCQ
Mu22uCL
Mu222uCtc
Mu21uCbc
M u2
1uCtc
M u2!. ~3.14!
We shall now present our MSSM results specialized to the
commonly considered case where only the 3rd generation
Yukawa couplings are significant. We also take the gaugino
masses to be real. Writing l t , lb and lt for the 3rd genera-
tion couplings, Eq. ~3.4! becomes
Ptc52l t
222Ctc
Pbc52lb
222Cbc
PQ5lb
21l t
222CQ
Ptc52lt
222Ctc
PL5lt
222CL
Puc522Ctc
Pdc522Cbc
PR522CQ
Pec522Ctc
PN522CL
PH15lt
213lb
222CL
PH253l t
222CL , ~3.15!0-4
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$u ,d ,R ,e ,N% refers to either of the 1st or 2nd generation.
Equation ~3.6a! now takes the form
~16p2!2g tc
(2)
522l t
2~PQ1PH2!22PtcCtc
12~ 415 b1g1
41 43 b3g3
4!, ~3.16a!
~16p2!2gbc
(2)
522lb
2~PQ1PH1!22PbcCbc
12~ 115 b1g1
41 43 b3g3
4!, ~3.16b!
~16p2!2gQ
(2)52l t
2~Ptc1PH2!2lb
2~Pbc1PH1!
22PQCQ12~ 160 b1g1
41 34 b2g2
4
1 43 b3g3
4!, ~3.16c!
~16p2!2gtc
(2)
522lt
2~PL1PH1!22PtcCtc
1 65 b1g1
4
, ~3.16d!
~16p2!2gL
(2)52lt
2@Ptc1PH1#22PLCL1
3
10 b1g1
4
1 32 b2g2
4
, ~3.16e!
~16p2!2guc
(2)
522PucCtc12~ 415 b1g1
41 43 b3g3
4!,
~3.16f!
~16p2!2gdc
(2)
522PdcCbc12~ 115 b1g1
41 43 b3g3
4!,
~3.16g!
~16p2!2gR
(2)522PRCQ12~ 160 b1g1
41 34 b2g2
4
1 43 b3g3
4!, ~3.16h!
~16p2!2gec
(2)
522PecCtc1 65 b1g1
4
, ~3.16i!
~16p2!2gN
(2)522PNCL1 310 b1g1
41 32 b2g2
4
,
~3.16j!
~16p2!2gH1
(2)523lb
2@PQ1Pbc#2lt
2@PL1Ptc#
22CLPH11
3
10 b1g1
41 32 b2g2
4
, ~3.16k!
~16p2!2gH2
(2)523l t
2@PQ1Ptc#22CLPH21
3
10 b1g1
4
1 32 b2g2
4
. ~3.16l!
Correspondingly, we retain only the three 3rd generation tri-
linear soft couplings ht5Atl t , ht5Ablb and ht5Atlt .
Equation ~3.7! now becomes
Wtc54l t
2~mtc
2
1mQ
2 1mH2
2 1At
2!28Ctc
M M
,
Wbc54lb
2~mbc
2
1mQ
2 1mH1
2 1Ab
2!28Cbc
M M
,07501WQ52l t
2~mtc
2
1mQ
2 1mH2
2 1At
2!12lb
2~mbc
2
1mQ
2
1mH1
2 1Ab
2!28CQ
M M
,
Wtc54lt
2~mtc
2
1mH1
2 1mL
21At
2!28Ctc
M M
,
WL52lt
2~mH1
2 1mtc
2
1mL
21At
2!28CL
M M
,
Wuc528Ctc
M M
,
Wdc528Cbc
M M
,
WR528CQ
M M
,
Wec528Ctc
M M
,
WN528CL
M M
,
WH156lb
2~mH1
2 1mbc
2
1mQ
2 1Ab
2!
12lt
2~mH1
2 1mL
21mtc
2
1At
2!28CL
M M
,
WH256l t
2~mH2
2 1mtc
2
1mQ
2 1At
2!28CL
M M
.
~3.17!
Equation ~3.9! now becomes
Htc54Atl t
214Ctc
M
,
Hbc54Ablb
214Cbc
M
,
HQ52~Atl t
21Ablb
2!14CQ
M
,
Htc54Atlt
214Ctc
M
,
HL52Atlt
214CL
M
,
Huc54Ctc
M
,
Hdc54Cbc
M
,
HR54CQ
M
,
Hec54Ctc
M
,
HN54CL
M
,
HH156Ablb
212Atlt
214CL
M
,
HH256Atl t
214CL
M
. ~3.18!
Equations ~3.11!, ~3.12! now become0-5
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(1)52A 35 g1~mQ2 12mR2 2mL222mN2 22mtc2 24muc2
1mbc
2
12mdc
2
1mtc
2
12m
ec
2
2mH1
2 1mH2
2 !,
~3.19!
~16p2!2bˆ j
(2)524A 35 g1~mQ2 PQ12mR2 PR2mL2 PL22mN2 PN
22mtc
2 Ptc24muc
2 Puc1mbc
2 Pbc12mdc
2 Pdc
1mtc
2 Ptc12mec
2 Pec2mH1
2 PH11mH2
2 PH2!.
~3.20!
Finally, Eq. ~3.14! is replaced by
bj1
(3)5mQ
2 gQ
(2)12mR
2 gR
(2)2mL
2gL
(2)22mN
2 gN
(2)22mtc
2 g tc
(2)
24m
uc
2 g
uc
(2)
1mbc
2 gbc
(2)
12mdc
2 gdc
(2)
1mtc
2 gtc
(2)
12m
ec
2 g
ec
(2)
2mH1
2 gH1
(2)1mH2
2 gH2
(2)
bj2
(3)5WQPQ12WRPR2WLPL22WNPN22WtcPtc
24WucPuc1WbcPbc12WdcPdc1WtcPtc
12WecPec2WH1PH11WH2PH2
bj3
(3)5HQ
2 12HR
2 2HL
222HN
2 22Htc
2
24H
uc
2
1Hbc
2
12Hdc
2
1Htc
2
12H
ec
2
2HH1
2 1HH2
2
bj4
(3)5mQ
2 PQ
2 12mR
2 PR
2 2mL
2 PL
222mN
2 PN
2 22mtc
2 Ptc
2
24m
uc
2 P
uc
2
1mbc
2 Pbc
2
12mdc
2 Pdc
2
1mtc
2 Ptc
2
12m
ec
2 P
ec
2
2mH1
2 PH1
2 1mH2
2 PH2
2
bj5
(3)5WQCQ12WRCQ2WLCL22WNCL22WtcCtc
24WucCtc1WbcCbc12WdcCbc1WtcCtc
12WecCtc2WH1CL1WH2CL
bj6
(3)52~HQCQ
M12HRCQ
M2HLCL
M22HNCL
M22HtcCtc
M
24HucCtc
M
1HbcCbc
M
12HdcCbc
M
1HtcCtc
M
12HecCtc
M
2HH1CL
M1HH2CL
M !
bj7
(3)53~CQ
M MCQ2CL
M MCL22Ctc
M MCtc1Cbc
M MCbc
1Ctc
M MCtc!
bj8
(3)53@ uCQ
Mu22uCL
Mu222uCtc
Mu21uCbc
M u21uCtc
M u2# .
~3.21!07501IV. RUNNING ANALYSIS
As we mentioned in the Introduction, if we have no preju-
dice as to the value of j at the gauge unification scale M X ,
then we may as well treat j as a free parameter at the weak
scale @3#, and the running of j is irrelevant. However, it is
conceivable that the underlying theory at scales beyond M X
may favor certain values of j(M X), and then the running of
j would need to be considered. We shall see that for cur-
rently popular choices of boundary conditions at
M X—namely, the minimal supergravity scenario and the
anomaly mediated supersymmetry breakdown ~AMSB!
scenario—the running of j is determined predominantly by
the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. ~1.3! between M X
and M Z , and hence to a good approximation we have
j~M Z!’
g1~M Z!
g1~M X!
j~M X!. ~4.1!
For instance, we find from Eqs. ~2.7!, ~2.8! that universal soft
masses at M X imply bˆ j
(1)(M X)5bˆ j(2)(M X)50, using Eq.
~2.6!, and the fact that it follows immediately from Eq.
~2.2b! using gauge invariance and anomaly cancellation @Eq.
~2.5!# that
Tr@Yg (1)#50. ~4.2!
Moreover, it is easy to show, using the result for b
m2
(1) from
Ref. @6#, that if we work consistently at one loop, then
Tr@Ym2# is scale invariant. So if initially j5Tr@Ym2#50,
then j remains zero under ~one loop! renormalization group
~RG! evolution. With typical universal conditions at M X with
soft masses m0 and M;m0 , A;m0, we find ~using three
loops for bj and two loops for the other b functions! that
j’0.001m0
2 at M Z .
Another favored set of boundary conditions is those de-
rived from AMSB @9#. Here the soft masses are given by
~m2! i j5
1
2 um3/2u
2m
dg i j
dm , ~4.3!
where m3/2 is the gravitino mass. In fact, since the AMSB
result is RG invariant, it applies at all scales between M X and
M Z . We then find from Eqs. ~2.7!, ~2.8! that up to two loops,
we may write
16p2bˆ j5g1um3/2u2m
d
dmTr@Y~g2g
2!# . ~4.4!
Gauge invariance and anomaly cancellation combined with
Eqs. ~2.2b! and ~2.3b! yield @1#
Tr@Yg (1)#5Tr@Yg (2)2~g (1)!2#50, ~4.5!
and so bˆ j vanishes through two loops. Therefore to a good
approximation j(M Z) will be given by Eq. ~4.1!, and once
again will be negligible at M Z if it is zero at M X .
However, if non-universal scalar masses at M X are con-
templated, then the effects of bˆ j might be significant—as0-6
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bˆ j might play a role is that of non-standard soft supersym-
metry breaking @11#. This is because with the non-standard
terms ~for example f2f* terms! the result that Tr@Ym2# is
one-loop scale invariant is not preserved. It follows that even
with universal boundary conditions for m2 and j50 at M X ,
j becomes non-zero at M Z even with one-loop running. In
the current context of the MSSM with the 3rd generation
dominating, the additional soft terms are given by
FIG. 1. The region of the m0tan b plane corresponding to an
acceptable electroweak vacuum, for M5200 GeV, mc5150 GeV,
A50 and j(M X)50. The shaded region corresponds to one or
more sparticle or Higgs boson masses in violation of current experi-
mental bounds.
FIG. 2. The region of the m0tan b plane corresponding to an
acceptable electroweak vacuum, for M5200 GeV, mc5150 GeV,
A50 and j(M SUSY)50. The shaded region corresponds to one or
more sparticle or Higgs boson masses in violation of current experi-
mental bounds.07501Lsoft
new5mccH1cH21A
¯
tl tH1*Qtc1A¯ blbH2*Qbc
1A¯ tltH2*Ltc1H.c. ~4.6!
Now in Ref. @11# we assumed, in fact, that j was zero at
M Z ; here we explore the more natural assumption that j
50 at the unification scale. We follow Ref. @11# in dropping
the explicit m term from the superpotential, since it can be
subsumed into Lsoft
new
. With given values at M X for mc and for
the universal parameters A, M and m0, and for a given tan b ,
we adjust A¯ t5A¯ b5A¯ t5A¯ ~at M X) to obtain an acceptable
electroweak vacuum. As in Ref. @11#, we have made allow-
ance for radiative corrections by using the tree Higgs mini-
mization conditions, but evaluated at the scale M SUSY’m0.
In Fig. 1 we show ~for illustrative values of M, mc and A)
the region of the m0tan b plane where this can be achieved.
For comparison, we show in Fig. 2 the corresponding re-
gion for j(M SUSY)50. We notice that it is qualitatively
similar, though slightly larger.
Note that this figure differs slightly from Fig. 1 of Ref.
@11#. This is because we have incorporated one-loop correc-
tions to the Higgs boson mass and because we have taken
TABLE I. Spectra ~in GeV! for j(M X)50 and for j(M SUSY)
50, with M5200 GeV, m05640 GeV, A50, mc5150 GeV at
M X , and with tan b58.
j(M X)50 j(M SUSY)50
t˜1 639 649
t˜2 319 334
b˜ 1 604 615
b˜ 2 776 780
t˜ 1 625 639
t˜ 2 663 658
u˜ L 792 794
u˜R 793 785
d˜ L 796 798
d˜R 781 785
e˜L 664 657
e˜R 632 646
n˜ t 657 650
n˜ e 659 652
h 116 116
H 231 291
A 230 290
H6 244 302
x˜ 1
6 120 120
x˜ 2
6 201 201
x˜ 1 68 68
x˜ 2 116 116
x˜ 3 167 167
x˜ 4 234 234
g˜ 521 5210-7
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particular increasing mc at M X to get acceptable chargino
masses!. For m05640 GeV and tan b58, we find A¯
51.07(1.01) TeV, A¯ t(M SUSY)’661(627) GeV,
A¯ t(M SUSY)’664(630) GeV, A¯ b(M SUSY)’491(469) GeV.
@The pairs of numbers correspond to j(M X)50, j(M SUSY)
50 respectively.# The spectra obtained for j(M X)50 and
for j(M SUSY)50 are given in Table I. We see that there are
significant differences, especially in the masses of H, A and
H6. On the other hand, the chargino and neutralino masses
are unaffected, with a lightest supersymmetric particle ~LSP!
neutralino.
Finally, in Table II we give the values of j(M SUSY) for
some typical points in the allowed region of Fig. 1. We see
indeed that j(M SUSY) is quite sizable.
We have verified that the same results are obtained if we
either ~1! perform the RG evolution in the j-uneliminated
theory and then eliminate j ~via its equation of motion! at
low energies or ~2! eliminate j at M X , and evolve to low
energies with the ~modified! j-eliminated b functions. For a
general discussion of the equivalence of these procedures,
see Refs. @1,2#.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have extended the results of Ref. @2# for
the renormalization of the Fayet-Iliopoulos D term to the
case of a direct product gauge group, and applied the result
to the MSSM. With standard soft supersymmetry breaking
and universal boundary conditions at M X , then j is negli-
gible at low energies if j(M X)50. However, with non-
standard soft breakings ~and/or non-universal boundary con-
ditions for the standard ones! we find significant effects even
for j(M X)50. In the non-standard breaking case, the effect
is especially marked for the masses of H, A and H6, which
decrease significantly when j is taken into account.
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TABLE II. Values for j(M SUSY) with j(M X)50 and with M
5200 GeV, A50 and mc5150 GeV at M X .
m0(GeV) tan b j(M SUSY) (GeV)2
640 8 25.073104
700 6 25.483104
700 8 25.023104
700 16 25.153104
800 6 25.613104
800 8 24.903104
800 16 24.75310407501APPENDIX: GENERAL RESULT FOR SEVERAL
ABELIAN FACTORS
In this appendix we give the general results for the case of
a direct product group with several Abelian factors. As we
mentioned earlier, the situation is complicated by the possi-
bility of ‘‘kinetic mixing’’ @4# between the different Abelian
factors. We can accommodate this possibility by introducing
a matrix of couplings for the Abelian factors. Suppose that
the gauge group is (U1)a)a5a11n Ga , where the Ga , a5a
11, . . . ,n are non-Abelian. The gauge couplings are then
gab , where gab5gadab , a5a11 . . . n , with a similar
form for the gauge b functions. The gaugino masses also
form a matrix M ab with an analogous structure, as do their b
functions. Suppose the hypercharges of the Abelian factors
for a given representation are Ya , a51, . . . ,a . Then we
define
Y¯ a5 (
b51
a
Ybgba , a51, . . . ,a , ~A1!
and a generalized quadratic Casimir matrix
C¯ ~R !5 (
a51
a
Y¯ aY¯ a1 (
a5a11
n
ga
2 C~Ra!. ~A2!
The Fayet-Iliopoulos couplings now form a vector ja , a
51, . . . ,a , and we have the matrix equation
bj5g21bgj1bˆ j . ~A3!
We can now give the explicit general results, starting with
the gauge b functions and anomalous dimension. At one
loop,
16p2bg(1)5gQ¯ ~A4!
where
Q¯ ab5Tr@Y¯ aY¯ b# , a ,b51, . . . ,a ,
Q¯ ab5ga2 Qadab , a5a11, . . . ,n , ~A5!
and
16p2~g (1)! i j5Pi j[ 12 Y iklY jkl22C¯ ~R ! i j . ~A6!
At two loops,
~16p2!2~g (2)! i j52@Y jmnY mpi12C¯ ~R !p jd in#Pnp
12Q¯ abY¯ aY¯ b1ga4 QaC~Ra!i j ~A7!
and
~16p2!2~bg(2)!ab522gagTr@PY¯ gY¯ b# , a ,b51, . . . ,a ,
~16p2!2~bg(2)!a52ga
5 C~Ga!Qa22ga3 ra21Tr@PC~Ra!# ,
a5a11, . . . ,n . ~A8!
At three loops we have0-8
FAYET-ILIOPOULOS D TERM AND ITS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 075010~16p2!3~bgDRED(3)!ab5gagH 3Y ikmY jknPnm~Y¯ gY¯ b! j i16Tr@PY¯ gY¯ bC¯ ~R !#1Tr@P2Y¯ gY¯ b#
26 (
k ,l51
a
Q¯ klTr@Y¯ gY¯ bY¯ kY¯ l#26 (
k5a11
n
gk
4QkTr@Y¯ gY¯ bC~Rk!#J , a ,b51, . . . ,a ,
~bgDRED(3)!a53ra
21ga
3 Y ikmY jknPnmC~Ra! j i16ra
21ga
3 Tr@PC~Ra!C¯ ~R !#1ra
21ga
3 Tr@P2C~Ra!#
26ra
21ga
3 (
k ,l51
a
Q¯ klTr@C~Ra!Y¯ kY¯ l#26ra21ga3 (
k5a11
n
gk
4QkTr@C~Ra!C~Rk!#
24ra
21ga
5 C~Ga!Tr@PC~Ra!#1ga
7 QaC~Ga!@4C~Ga!2Qa# , a5a11, . . . ,n . ~A9!
For the Fayet-Iliopoulos couplings we have, at one loop,
16p2@bˆ j
(1)#a5Tr@Y¯ am2# , a51, . . . ,a , ~A10!
and, at two loops,
16p2@bˆ j
(2)#a524Tr@Y¯ am2g (1)# . ~A11!
Finally,
~16p2!3~bˆ j
(3)DRED8!a526~16p2!2Tr@Y¯ am2g (2)#24Tr@Y¯ aWP#2
5
2Tr@Y¯ aHH
†#12Tr@Y¯ aP2m2#
224z~3 !Tr@Y¯ aWC¯ ~R !#112z~3 !Tr@Y¯ aHC¯ M*~R !1c.c.#296z~3 !Tr@Y¯ aC¯ M M*~R !C¯ ~R !#
224z~3 !$Tr@Y¯ aC¯ M~R !C¯ M*~R !#1c.c.%, ~A12!
where
Wi j5S 12 Y 2m21 12 m2Y 21h2D
i
j
12Y ipqY jpr~m2!rq28C¯ M M*~R ! i j ,
Hi j5hiklY jkl14C¯ M~R ! i j ,
C¯ M~R !5 (
a ,b51
a
M abY¯ aY¯ b1 (
a5a11
n
ga
2 M aC~Ra!,
C¯ MM*~R!5 (
a,b51
a
~MM*!abY¯ aY¯ b1 (
a5a11
n
M aM a*ga
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